Architecture and Building Design

- Sydney TAFE is the largest provider of building design training in NSW
- Learn about the latest information in building design technology and sustainable building practices
- Industry-standard CAD and BIM computing facilities and resources
- Our trainers and qualified architects all have significant ongoing industry experience
- Students of the Diploma of Building Design have the opportunity to participate in a well-established exchange with two Danish universities
- Over 60% of students articulate to university to undertake the Bachelor of Architecture

Career facts

- Employment for architects to 2020 is expected to grow very strongly
- Full-time employed architects earn an average of $1,238 per week (before tax).
- Unemployment compared with other occupations is below average

Industry facts sourced from: Service Skills Australia Environmental Scan 2015; Job Outlook, Australian Government Department of Employment; joboutlook.gov.au

Career path

Diploma

Building Design S&S
CPP50911
Career options: Building designer, architectural drafter, CAD technician, building information modeller

Short courses

ArchICAD for Designers
REVIT
- Introduction for Architects
- Intermediate for Architects
- Advanced for Architects

sydneytafe.edu.au/careers/architecture-building-design

Fees may be subsidised by the NSW Government through Smart and Skilled; subject to eligibility.